
  

  
Abstract—Although a large number of pairing-based 

key-agreement cryptosystems have been proposed, there are 
still a lot of drawbacks. One of the most important 
disadvantages of mentioned cryptographic functions is that 
there is not a comprehensive system to satisfy both security and 
efficiency requirements. Moreover, there is not an integrated 
document to categorize and present possible challenges. 
Therefore, we paid particular attention to this issue, unlike 
other surveys in the area of key-agreement cryptosystems. In 
this paper, we presented a new method to address possible 
challenges. Actually, we claim that unlike existing documents, 
this paper determines possible challenges and open problems in 
the area of lightweight pairing-based key-agreement 
cryptosystems. We expect that our findings make other 
researchers able to classify all presented cryptosystems in this 
area and help them to follow the best way to solve possible 
problems in the future researches. 

 
Index Terms—Key-agreement, lightweight, pairing-based.  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Many researches were done in the area of security and 

cryptography of resource-constrained platforms and their 
applications, but there are still a lot of open problems. The 
main reason is that in critical applications, inappropriate 
solutions could have crucial consequences in dangerous 
situations. Moreover, since these platforms usually have 
constrained memory, computational power, communication 
capacity and battery power, providing security requires 
lightweight and Power-Saving protocols.  

To solve this problem, for many years, symmetric 
cryptosystems were the basis of these resource-constrained 
platforms. Although symmetric cryptographic functions 
could satisfy these challenges as suitable lightweight 
cryptosystems, but some problems such as not providing 
non-repudiation services and key distribution problems 
caused that recent researches tried to make PKC (Public Key 
Cryptography) usage in mentioned platforms feasible by the use 
of lightweight public-key cryptosystems.   

To achieve this goal, many researches illustrated that the 
use of ECC-Based (Elliptic Curve Cryptography Based) 
cryptosystems is the best way to implement lightweight 
public-key cryptosystems [1]-[3]. The reason of this claim 
was based on this fact that these cryptosystems consume less 
resources than traditional ones [4]. Since mentioned 
ECC-based cryptosystems were usually in turn widely used 
in pairing maps, many studies were done to propose more 
efficient bilinear pairings and the use of them in 
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resource-constrained platforms [5]-[12]. 
Nowadays, due to the researchers’ interest to the 

pairing-based cryptosystems, many evidences offered 
various kinds of them. Beside of these, in the context of 
lightweight cryptosystems, some applications like 
identity-based key-agreement were attracted by many 
researchers because of the importance of making secure 
connection in collaborative and distributed applications.   
The significance of key establishment in making secure 
connections persuaded us to study in this scientific area and 
realize all possible challenges appropriate for future 
researches. The final goal of this research is to help all 
researchers in this field and make them able to find the best 
way to develop an extended key-agreement cryptosystem and 
evaluate it based on desirable parameters.  This development 
can be achieved based on improving the existing schemes, 
composing some subsets of them, or via transforming some 
schemes to other group of schemes. To reach this goal, we 
first presented a history of making some cryptosystems 
lightweight in section 2. Actually, this section is more than a 
review on lightweight cryptosystems. If roughly speaking, 
we could separate lightweight cryptosystems based on the 
chosen parameter that made them lightweight. In our scenario, 
we demonstrated a flow of picked up functions that played 
the main role in making the final cryptosystem suitable in 
resource-constrained platforms. This method can help future 
researchers to focus on a special component in both study and 
development phase of their work. We continued section 2 in a 
subsection that introduces some researches in the context of 
lightweight key-agreement schemes. Then in section 3 we 
outlined possible challenges in the area of pairing-based 
key-agreement cryptosystems. These challenges can be 
useful guidelines to categorize related works. Moreover, we 
claim that they can cover a wide variety of possible problems 
in the area of pairing-based key-agreement cryptosystems. So, 
this document can be very useful for all researchers before 
reviewing related works and can lead them directly in the 
right way. Finally, we concluded mentioned subjects at the 
end of this script.    
 

II. A REVIEW ON THE SEQUENCE OF LIGHTWEIGHT 
CRYPTOSYSTEMS 

Nowadays, many researchers have been tried to develop 
and implement lightweight cryptosystems. The main 
impressive reason is that resource-constrained platforms 
cannot afford to spend too much processing time on 
additional computations [1]. Therefore, it seems that the use 
of conventional public-key cryptographic functions (e.g. 
RSA/DSA) is impractical in these platforms, and the security 
primitives must depend only on symmetric cryptosystems [1]. 
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Based on this idea, for many years, solutions relied only on 
symmetric cryptographic functions [2] (e.g., RC5 [13] and 
Skip-Jack [14]). Although symmetric cryptosystems are 
more efficient than public-key ones, the cryptography 
research community still prefer to use public-key 
cryptosystems. 

It is worth mentioning that despite of higher efficiency, 
symmetric cryptosystems suffer from some drawbacks (such 
as not providing non-repudiation services and 
key-distribution problem). Furthermore, using public-key 
cryptosystems (instead of symmetric ones) simplifies 
essential security services including key distribution and key 
management and hence, reduces transmission power due to 
less overhead [15] , [16]. Thus, many researches tried to solve 
these resource-constrains by making PKC feasible in 
resource-constrained platforms. For example, some of the 
related works are summarized as follow: 
1) A new public-key encryption scheme that has significant 

advantages in terms of computation time and 
communication overhead [17].  

2) A power-saving public-key cryptosystem that reduces 
the amount of traffic overhead by simplifying the 
implementation of a special purpose public-key 
cryptosystem and reducing the amount of transmission 
power [15].  

3) A study that compared the energy cost of two popular 
Public-Key cryptosystems which are RSA and ECC and 
indicating ECC’s advantages in terms of having smaller 
key size, less computation and communication cost and 
fewer amount of data to be transmitted and stored [4].  

Motivated by mentioned materials, cryptography research 
community concluded that ECC consumes considerably less 
resources than conventional public-key cryptosystems for a 
given security level [1]-[3]; it means with respect to the 
limited resources of resource-constrained platforms, the use 
of ECC can help developers to implement more efficient 
public-key cryptographic schemes. Therefore, in recent years 
ECC has achieved great attention from the cryptography 
research community.  

Based on the most of documents, ECC-based public-key 
cryptosystems are usually based on pairing maps. Miller 
algorithm [18] is the basis of the most pairing maps. Also in 
recent years, PBC (Pairing Based Cryptography )is the basis 
of the most cryptosystems especially in resource-constrained 
platforms [2]. The first reason is the development of 
enhanced classes of these platforms (e.g., Imotes [19]). In 
addition, the second reason can be the entrance of more 
efficient pairing-based functions (refer to [20]). Therefore, 
many researches were done in the area of the efficiency of 
pairings and the use of them in the resource-constrained 
platforms that some of them are depicted in Table I. 

As shown in the Table I, the efficiency of pairing 
operations has a high potential for future researches.  

It is necessary to say that to make PKC deployment more 
efficient by the use of pairing-based techniques suitable 
solutions are needed to validate the public-key of the 
authorized users. This problem can be solved by the use of 
PKI (Public Key Infrastructure) which is based on public-key 
certificates. Nevertheless, it is impossible to use PKI in the 
most of resource-constrained platforms. The major reason is 
that utilization of PKI, forces users to store, exchange and 

verify certificates [2] which is not appropriate for 
resource-constrained nodes. In addition to so-called problem, 
in this traditional cryptosystems that CA (Certification 
Authority) is the basis of solving the public-key validity of 
authorized entities, the need to a valid certificate for CA’s 
public-key leads to a new problem which is PKI complex 
management. Therefore, identity-based cryptosystems came 
into the scientific studies to eliminate these problems. 
Identity-based cryptography was first presented by Adi 
Shamir [21] in order to eliminate the need to PKI. After that, 
identity-based cryptography was an open problem for 
seventeen years, until Boneh and Franklin could represent the 
first Provably-Secure identity-based encryption scheme in 
random-oracle model and under BDH (Certification 
Authority) assumption [22]. 
 
TABLE I: SOME RESEARCHES AROUND THE EFFICIENCY OF PAIRING MAPS 

References Final Results  

[5],[6] Making pairing operations more efficient in the term of speed 
of running. 

[7] Reducing memory usage and improving the efficiency of the 
tate-pairing in sensor nodes. 

[8] Demonstrating an efficient implementation of tate-pairing by 
presenting a pairing-based algorithm. 

[9],[10] Introducing an implementation of tate-pairing in lightweight 
devices. 

[11] 

Improving various available pairing algorithms through 
presenting a preliminary result of computing the tate-pairing in 
wireless platforms, especially in the terms of computational 
time and memory usage of lightweight platforms. 

[1] Presenting an efficient implementation of ECC on two of the 
most popular sensor nodes by the use of pairing computations. 

[12] 
Presenting a fully functional, fast and lightweight pairing-based 
library for WSNs, instead of creating a benchmark for pairing 
computations.  

 
TABLE II: SOME REFERENCES THAT USED IDENTITY-BASED 

CRYPTOSYSTEMS AS A LIGHTWEIGHT SCHEME 
References Final Results 

[3] Showing that IBE (Identity Based Encryption) can be a useful 
tool for solving key-distribution problem in sensor nodes. 

[23] Introducing a lightweight and secure identity-based private-key 
refreshing technique.  

[24] 
Presenting a suitable lightweight IBE method for sensor 
platforms and providing practical protocols based on proposed 
scheme. 

[25] 
Presenting a lightweight and energy-efficient identity-based key 
management scheme by the use of a special identity-based 
encryption scheme. 

[16] Introducing a suitable online/offline identity-based signature 
scheme for sensor environments. 

 
In recent years, both of pairing-based and identity-based 

cryptosystems play a significant role in wide range of 
applications. The main reason is that the use of identity-based 
cryptosystems will have a high potential to be a basis of the 
most of cryptographic schemes.  

Some investigations on lightweight and high performance 
identity-based cryptosystems are introduced in Table II. 

In addition to what mentioned above, in the context of 
resource-constrained platforms some applications like 
identity-based non-interactive key-distribution, 
key-agreement, identity-based-encryption, and 
short-signature are more interesting for cryptography 
research community because of their practical nature [2]. In 
the next subsection, key-agreement and some of the 
lightweight identity-based GKA ( Group Key Agreement) 
researches are introduced as a main part of the final goal of 
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this research.  

An Overview of Lightweight Pairing-Based Key-Agreement 
Schemes  
 

TABLE III-A: A SUBSET OF PRESENTED GROUP KEY-AGREEMENT 
SCHEMES IN THE FIRST CATEGORY 

References Final Goals Disadvantages    

[28] 
Presenting an identity-based 
group key-agreement protocol 
through using binary-key-tree 
structure. 

Reducing computation 
time from n to log n. 

[29] 

Extending Joux’s protocol [30] 
and designing a TGDH-Based 
protocol by utilizing 
ternary-key-tree structure 
instead of binary-key-tree one. 

Not providing 
authentication (like Joux’s 
protocol [30]). 

[31] 
Presenting an authenticated 
extension of the Joux’s protocol 
through combining signatures 
with key-tree structures. 

Providing authentication 
for proposed TGDH tree 
structure group 
key-agreement protocol. 

[32] 
Presenting a provably-secure 
tree-based protocol in dynamic 
scenario through using 
binary-key-tree structure. 

Not considering privacy 
protection. 

[33] 

Presenting an identity-based 
key-agreement protocol for 
dynamic peer groups by the use 
of binary-key-tree structure 

Computationally efficient, 
but vulnerable against 
impersonation attack [34]

 
The second category of pairing-based key-agreement 

schemes are based on the Burmester and Desmedt (BD) one 
[35].  
 

TABLE III-B: A SUBSET OF PRESENTED GROUP KEY-AGREEMENT 
SCHEMES IN THE SECOND CATEGORY 

References Final Goals Advantages or 
Disadvantages 

[36], [37] 

Presenting two separated 
schemes in two rounds to 
acquire two identity-based 
group key-agreement 
protocols key-agreement 
protocols. 

Not fully 
authenticated as 

claimed. 

[38],[39] 

Presenting a Solution for [36, 
37] against colluding 
attackers by using a 

synchronous counter. 

The cost of the 
solution is relatively 

high. 

[40] Presenting a constant-round 
protocol based on ECC. 

Efficient in the  terms 
of communication and 
computation power, 
but  
 “ECC certificates” for 

authentication is 
needed. 

 
The popularity of collaborative and distributed 

applications and their need to privacy protection made 
key-agreement one of the most important research areas. This 
class of cryptosystems allows several participants to 
exchange information over an open network so that they can 
agree on a shared secret-key. Existing pairing-based 
key-agreement schemes that first presented by Joux [26], can 
be classified into three categories based on the structure of 
the group-key construction. The first group with TGDH tree 
structure is designed based on Kim, Perrig, and Tsudik’s 
work [27]. 

The last one contains key-agreement cryptosystems that do 
not have any special structure like [41] in which shi et al. 
could present a new one-round group key-agreement protocol 
to reduce the computation cost.  

Some of the presented works in the first and the second 
category are shown in the tables III-A and III-B. To continue, 
various researches have been done in identity-based group 
key-agreement scientific area which is suitable for 
resource-constrained platforms. Some of them are depicted 
in Table IV. We claim that although a lot of authenticated 
key-agreement cryptosystems are presented, there are still a 
lot of untried challenges. Some of the future research topics 
are introduced in the next section. 

 
TABLE IV: SOME PRESENTED LIGHTWEIGHT IDENTITY-BASED GROUP 

KEY-AGREEMENT SCHEMES 
Presented protocol Properties Advantages  

A lightweight group 
key-establishment 

protocol [42] 

Trade-off between the 
number of message 

exchanges and additional 
computations 

-Being suitable for 
energy-constrained 
nodes with limited 
communication 
capabilities 
- Reducing the number 
of message exchanges 

A three-round 
identity-based group 

key-agreement 
protocol [43] 

Anonymous and 
practicable for WSNs 

- Reducing the 
computation cost for 
each entity 
- Preventing 
transmission of identities 
of the group members 
- Providing  privacy 
protection for network 
nodes 
-Supporting dynamic 
membership for group 
nodes 
-Creating a Pseudonym 
from initiator of the 
protocol 

An elegant  
non-interactive group 

key-agreement 
protocol [44] 

Non-interactive and 
hierarchical 

-Minimizing  the 
communication 
complexity 
-Reducing the number of 
transmitted bits 

A cluster-based group 
key-agreement 
protocol [45] 

Can be used in variant 
modes including  

contributory, 
non-contributory, 
unauthenticated or 

authenticated 

-creating a suitable 
energy balance 
-having flexible property 
which can be used in 
variant modes  
-using  a few lightweight 
computations 

 

III. FUTURE CHALLENGES AROUND LIGHTWEIGHT 
KEY-AGREEMENT CRYPTOSYSTEMS 

Due to the main goal of this research, this section briefly 
introduces possible challenging or extending works that can 
be considered as possible open problems for a novel research. 
Some findings are as follow: 

A. Designing a New Provably-Secure Lightweight 
Key-Agreement Cryptosystem  
The significant attribute of all schemes in this category is 

that the core part of them which is key-agreement function is 
more secure than existing ones. In these schemes, the 
developer tries to solve a special gap based on the security 
improvement through one of the methods that are mentioned 
below: 
1) Reduction of the security of the novel cryptosystem to a 

new hard-problem (and claim that selected hard-problem 
is more powerful than existing one in the compared 
scheme) 

2) Considering stronger security notions (based on the 
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attacker’s abilities, which the cryptosystem should be 
secure against). 

3) Presenting a provably-secure pairing-based 
key-agreement cryptosystem in the standard model with 
the similar efficiency to an existing one in the 
random-oracle model.   

B. Improving the Efficiency or the Performance of 
Existing Key-Agreement Schemes  
All proposed schemes in this group usually focus on a 

special scheme or a subset of them. Presenting an 
improved scheme, rather than developing a novel one 
from security viewpoint, can be done through one of the 
following ways:  
1) Enhancing a key-agreement scheme to be appropriate in 

resource-constrained platforms with regarding to 
bandwidth, consuming power, number of computations, 
memory consumptions and so on.  

2) Making an existing key-agreement protocol more 
efficient form functionally viewpoint through 
eliminating the Trusted-Third-Party (TTP). 

3) Transforming some provably-secure pairing-based 
schemes (such as encryption, digital signature, 
identification, etc.)  to a key-agreement one and taking 
the advantages of the first group.  

C. Comparing Different Key-Agreement Cryptosystems 
and Analyzing the Efficiency and Functionality of Them 
Although we are going to introduce possible challenges 

to develop a new key-agreement scheme, it is possible 
that not to present a novel secure cryptosystem or to 
improve the efficiency of an existing one, but to 
categorize other schemes and compare them with a new 
criterion. In addition, researches that are in this group can 
suggest new benchmarks and introduce the advantages of 
suggested or selected schemes by the use of them.  

D. Attacking on a Known Key-Agreement Scheme or a 
Group of Them 
Another challenge is to attack against a special scheme 

rather than to develop a novel one. For instance, we can refer 
to Shim’s key-agreement scheme [46] that Sun et al. in [47] 
could break it.  

E. Presenting Real-World Applications and/ or 
Performing the Suggested Cryptosystem. 
Beside of mentioned challenges, future documents can just 

select a special key-agreement protocol and utilize it as a 
building block to suggest a new implementation by the use of 
selected scheme. 

F. Doing any Subsets of All Above 
It is possible not to focus on one of the mentioned 

challenges above, but to do some of them together.  
 

IV. CONCLUSION 
Due to the importance of pairing maps in modern 

cryptosystems, many researchers tried to make them more 
efficient. In addition, the popularity of key-agreement 
cryptosystems, motivated many researchers to present a 
novel lightweight pairing-based key-agreement scheme 

through improving existing schemes, composing some of 
them, transforming some schemes to other group of them, or 
via other methods that are mentioned in this document. To 
make future researchers able to focus on a special component 
before reviewing related works and help them to follow the 
right way, we have presented possible challenges around 
lightweight pairing-based key-agreement cryptosystems with 
a new approach. 
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